VOCABULARY: BONFIRE NIGHT
Draw lines to match the words in the boxes on the left side with their meaning in the boxes on the right:

1 to discriminate against

2

a plot

3

gunpowder

4

a bonfire

A

a secret plan by a group of
people to do something that
is harmful and illegal

B

a type of firework that
produces a particularly loud
noise

C

small containers filled with
explosives
that
produce
bright colorful patterns and
loud noises when they are lit

D

to treat somebody unfairly
because of their religion,
race, sexuality or a disability,
etc.

5

an effigy

E

an explosive powder that’s
used to make bombs and
fireworks

6

fireworks

F

a large outdoor fire that's
built for pleasure or to burn
unwanted things

G

a dark brown sticky cake
made with oatmeal and
treacle, flavored with ginger

H

slightly sour tasting apples
which are dipped in hot
toffee and left to get hard
before being eaten

I

a small type of firework
which produces lots of small
sparks and can be held by
children in their hands

J

a model or dummy that's
made to look like someone or
to represent someone

7

bangers

8

sparklers

9

toffee apples

10

parkin
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VOCABULARY: BONFIRE NIGHT / ANSWERS
Draw lines to match the words in the boxes on the left side with their meaning in the boxes on the right:

1

to discriminate against

D

to treat somebody unfairly
because of their religion, race,
sexuality or a disability, etc.

2

a plot

A

a secret plan by a group of
people to do something that is
harmful and illegal

3

gunpowder

E

an explosive powder that’s used
to make bombs and fireworks

4

a bonfire

F

a large outdoor fire that's built
for pleasure or to burn unwanted
things

J

a model or dummy that's made to
look like someone or to
represent someone

5

an effigy

6

fireworks

C

small containers filled with
explosives that produce bright
colorful patterns and loud noises
when they are lit

7

bangers

B

a type of firework that produces
a particularly loud noise

I

a small type of firework which
produces lots of small sparks
and can be held by children in
their hands

H

slightly sour tasting apples
which are dipped in hot toffee
and left to get hard before being
eaten

G

a dark brown sticky cake made
with
oatmeal
and
treacle,
flavored with ginger

8

sparklers

9

toffee apples

10

parkin
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